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The Biking Life magazine is published monthly by
Bi-State Biking LLC. All rights reserved. The publisher assumes no liability and can not beheld liable
for errors beyond the space occupied by the error,
slander of any group or individual, failure to produce any issue as scheduled for reasons beyond our
control, any and all lawsuits for liable, plagiarism,
copyright infringement and unauthorized use of a
person’s name or photograph. Opinions and claims
made by advertisers and authors are theirs, and do
not represent the policy of The Biking Life magazine. If you are still reading this get a life.
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Letter From the Publisher
By Jim Furey

These are trying times for all of us, that includes us here
at the magazine. Over the years we have had some advertisers who
thought that advertising with The Biking Life Magazine was a
good thing, but that paying for that advertising was a bad thing.
They are no longer in the magazine and, in some cases, are among
your favorite biker hangouts. Many of these folks are apparently
just after your money. They are not part of the brotherhood.
Because of an accumulation of slow pay or in some
instances no pay advertisers, there were many months when I
printed more pages than advertising income would warrant which
means that there have been times that I have funded some of the
magazine out of my pocket. I should probably have been wiser
about the magazine, but I wanted to provide you with a publication
chock full of articles about events that took place in the region, and I
also wanted to help those events by providing a way to get the word
out about them.
Frequently, I have published flyers in the magazine, either
for free or at a much reduced price, as a way to help support an
event. Surprisingly when I attended that very same event, often here
was no recognition of The Biking Life’s contribution to the success
of the event, or even a thank you or mention of the contribution. In
many instances it was way cheaper to run a flyer in the magazine
than it would have been for the organizers to have a like number of
copies made and distributed. I supported these events in hopes that
the whole karma thing would bring good things around to me. I’m
now beginning to think that it is hard for karma to work when no
one knows that you have done a good deed. I am asked constantly to
donate this or that, to some charitable organization or benefit, and I
like the fact that I have been in a position to help. However, I’m not
sure if I can do as much in the future.
This year, I am implementing some changes to insure the
long term survival of the magazine, and some measures will be
taken that I would prefer not to have to take. The fact is though,
that if these are not implemented the best damn publication in the
area will face great trials. This also means I can use your assistance.
I am assuming if you are reading this you are truly a fan of the
magazine, so I am going to ask a favor of you. I am going to ask
each of you that love this rag be one of our representatives. If you
own a business, you know we can help you reach more customers
in the riding community. If you have friends that provide services
to the public, tell them The Biking Life would be a great way to get
their message in front of more people. I ask each and every one of
you to be advocates for the magazine.
The last thing I need of each of you is to please patronize
our advertisers. As I have said before, we have a lot of power if we
use our wallets to let people know what we like. So please support
the people that support us. They are the reason the magazine is still
a freebie. There are many posers out there that are just chasing a
dollar, with no thoughts of ethics or integrity, but we want to be
your eyes and ears when you are not able to be somewhere. We
want to show you where the best places to hang out are. We seek to
provide a service to you and your causes, but we do need your help.
I thank you for making The Biking Life the most popular regional
magazine, now I ask you to help me make it more profitable. We
very much appreciate your support and thank you for making us a
part of your biking life.
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Red is Cupid’s Color
By Kathleen Haverstick
Whether you are 4 or 84 when you walk into Docs HarleyDavidson in Kirkwood MO you feel welcome. Patty Bush
owner of Doc’s with future enthusiast Destini Norman are
pictured sitting on a sweet 2009 Street Glide with factory cruise
& security features. How sweet is that color Red Hot Sun Glo.
You feel like Cupid shot that arrow and made you just want to
take it home.
We love this bike, Destini proudly showing off a Doc’s tattoo
in front of what she says will be her bike someday. Doc’s
showroom is awesome, always featuring the latest in what
the Motor Company has to offer. The whole family can shop
here they have everything from bikes to parts to service and
motorclothes.
While you are there you can play pinball, sample some of the
free coffee & popcorn and of course visit with friends. Doc’s is
having a Sweetheart of a sale for Valentine’s Day. You can shop
24/7 on line at shop.docsharleydavidson.com .But you have to
check out their showroom, make your family a family that rides
together go to Doc’s in Kirkwood MO and feel the love.
Happy Valentine Day from the crew at Doc’s H-D
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is some that do not have a ring that should/will get a ring
someday, sometime, remember, “Timing is everything”. Not
just any ring but the ring of a “motorcycle brotherhood”.
It is a crown jewel and an honor to wear it on your hand to
be seen as most jewels are. But you take these very same
hands and put them on the handlebars of their Harleys
which are another crown jewel and start rumbling in the
wind together.

Rings of Brotherhood
There are a lot of the brotherhoods out there today. And
as far back as brotherhoods have been around, which is
probably since when the second man appeared, be it
military, labor unions, Knights of Columbus, Free Masons,
Lions, fishing, hunting/gun, sports or religious groups a
lot of these brotherhoods/sisterhoods are brought together
by a lifestyle. This is just a few of the too many to mention
groups and there are “motorcycle brotherhoods” as well.
There is usually a ring that shows you belong amongst the
members. There are many brotherhoods out there. A guy
could even be in a couple of brotherhoods too at the same
time and have a couple of rings, to start with.
A ring is a circle, and a circle has no beginning and no end.
So you are in a circle of brothers with a ring that has no
end. Awesome! I will talk more about the awesome thing
later. That usually / should mean a lot to these brothers
are out there with rings. These rings are earned. They do
not give them out. There is a lot to go along with these
rings. These are not just any rings. These are rings of
brotherhood. There will be a lot of similarities in these
rings of brotherhoods that there is in all brotherhoods. Of
this I am sure.
But this story just happens to be about “rings of a
motorcycle brotherhood”. What did you think? This is
a motorcycle/biker magazine. These rings are made of
several substances such as commitment, faith, hope,
trust, blood, sweat, determination, heart, tears, emotions,
memories, love, pride, togetherness, being wanted, being
needed, been there, done that, time, whatever it takes,
forever friends, loss of life, destiny and most of all respect.
In fact one thing about respect is “respect in a motorcycle
brotherhood, will take you further than your motorcycle
itself.” Fuzzy, no rings are not for everybody.
Because not everybody will acquire a ring, and then there

It seems to me that it’s that special feeling you get in your
heart that lets you know you are just in the exact place
you are meant to be. With your forever brothers, rumbling
down the highway bumping footpegs and high-fiving it
with your brothers. To me that makes my ring mean more
than any World Series ring or Super Bowl ring.
I told you we would be talking awesome again. Just a few
words I have heard my brothers say at times “anything
for a brother,” “love ya brother” “ridin halfway in the
rain means that half the way we are not” will we be home
by daylight?” “Which way do we go?” “Did you say
something?” I thought I heard something “follow me” “let
me do the talking.”
I am sure that there are people reading this, that have
heard these and many more. In the hands in the picture
with this story, there is over a couple of hundred years of
brotherhood/friendship amongst us. Most of us have been
forever friends rumbling on our Harleys most of our lives
since literally the old skool days and before. I am proud
and honored to be your brother forever. Fuzzy.
Here is dirty Johnny with this to say somebody told me
that I left a ring in the bathtub. I looked and could not
find it. But I dirty Johnny do not even wear a ring. But I
did take a bath once, wow! Now that’s dirty Johnny. As
always my brothers of the wind I will see you someplace,
sometime, soon. Fuzzy.
I would like to make a couple of statements that have been
requested by a brother that has just gone thru treatment
for colon/rectum cancer. For anybody out there to please
get your health checkups be it a colonoscopy or whatever.
So you may find the disease in an early state and not have
to go thru some of these treatments like he has and that it
could save your life. Thanks, Fuzzy Good Luck Ronnie
and God bless us all.

If you haven’t checked out the website lately you should we have been in
overdrive putting pictures out there
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Hardtail Humor

A guy goes to the Post Office to apply for a job.
The interviewer asks him “Are you allergic to
anything?”
He says “Yes, just caffeine.”
“Have you ever been in the service?” the interviewer
asks.
“Yes,” he says, “I was in Iraq for two years.”
The interviewer says “That will give you 5 extra
points toward employment here.”, and then asks,
“Are you disabled in any way?”
The guy says, “Yes... an IED exploded near me and
blew my testicles clean off.”
The interviewer tells the guy “O.K. In that case, I can
hire you right now. Normal hours are from 8am to
4pm. You can start tomorrow at 10am, and plan on
starting at 10am every day. Don’t worry, we’ll still
pay you from 8am.”
The guy is puzzled and says “If the hours are from
8am to 4pm, why don’t you want me to be here before
10am?”
“’This is a government job,” the interviewer says.
“For the first two hours we just stand around
drinking coffee and scratching our balls. No point in
you coming in for that.”

Want to find out what jim thinks about
stuff throughout the month then read
his blog and you can make your opinions known to the blog is available at
www.thebikinglife.com

Nicoderm
Two priests are in a Vatican bathroom using the
urinals. One of them looks at the other one’s penis
and notices there’s a Nicoderm patch on it. He looks
at the other priest and says, ‘I believe you’re supposed
to put that patch on your arm or shoulder, not your
penis.’
The other one replies, ‘It’s working just fine. I’m
down to two butts a day.’
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Hope

This time of year the days get very long
for me. I am an outside person. Sometimes I
think winter is just never going to end. I leave
in the morning and by the time I get home from
work it is dark. I have the hope that spring is
just a few months away. We all know that warm
weather is just around the corner and we will be
riding again soon.
I think this winter seems even harder
because of all the news about the economy. One
of my sons lost his job and a lot of my friends are
out of work or worried about their jobs. We’re all
putting a lot of hope in the decisions of the new
president and his ideas, and the new government
officials now taking office. I think people believe
President Obama brings hope to America and
that their hope in him will, in fact, help boost our
morale and, in turn, help boost the economy.
But, to put all our hope in President Obama and
the government is wrong because they are just
men and women.
We have to remember where our true
hope comes from - GOD. He cares about us,
watches over each and every one of us. Through
Him we can sleep at night even though we have
wars and catastrophes throughout the world.
Many, many years ago (around 620 B.C.) the
prophet, Jeremiah, was sent with a message to
people who were caught up in wars, rebelling
against God, and relying on political decisions.
His message was, “For I know the plans I have
for you,” declares the Lord, “plans to prosper you
and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and
a future.” (Jeremiah 29:11)
The day you were born into this world God
had a plan for your life. He has not forgotten
about you nor will he ever forget, but God will
not force Himself on you. He just stands by
and waits for you to ask for Him. God offers us
a peace and hope, even in what seems a lost
world. He offers a new beginning to those of us
who return to Him.
If you need this peace and hope and not
sure how to begin your conversation with God,

contact any Christian biker at your next event,
contact one of the following people, or call me. The
CMA Missouri State Coordinator is Clark (Lucille)
Doughty, 816-697-3077, wingman@wcblue.
com; and the Illinois State Coordinator is Don
(Vicky) Brown, 217-629-8938, vdBrown77@aol.
com. For more information about CMA, you can
contact either of the above or call me at 314434-2282 or e-mail me at h2osjk@prodigy.net.

Jim Waters
CMA Good News Riders
St. Louis, MO

2006 Big Dog K9. 7500 miles. Candy
black cherry/orange flames. 117 ci S&S
polished motor. Mean Mother exhaust. Right
side drive Baker 6 speed tranny. Softtail
suspension. LED turn signals. Spike pegs
& grips, gothic mirrors. 39 degree rake,
300 rear tire. Lots of extras. Very clean.
Extended warranty transfers. $24,000.
(618) 444-8563
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Bob Barnes Polar Bear Run
By Tommy Haynes

The date was January 1st 2009. I woke up early this
morning because I knew there was going to be thunder all over
Monroe County, especially in the Waterloo, Illinois area. The
cause of the thunder would be the bikes taking part in the13th
annual polar bear run out of Main Street Saloon, put on by Big
Bob Barnes.
This year’s polar bear run took us down the back
roads to downtown Fountain, at Fountain Tavern I counted 60
bikes. The temperature outside was 35 degrees and it was sunny
at 12:30 in the afternoon. At Fountain Tavern there was food
available to everyone to enjoy, so we hung out there for a while
visiting with old friends who we haven’t seen in months, talked
about old times and up coming rides praying for spring. Thanks
to the owners of Fountain Tavern for letting us invade their place
again this New Year ’s Day.
When we left there we headed south to new
Valmeyer, to The Corner Pub. Where there was plenty of
room and plenty of drinks to warm us up available. There
the owner of the corner pub, put out pizza slices for all
to enjoy. Thanks again Corner Pub for your hospitality.
Then we left there headed back to Waterloo, and
went south on rte. 3 to a new bar called PBR (Playing By the
ruhlsRuhl’s). First time I have been in this place since the new
owners opened it up, what a change from the way the place
looked a year ago, good job. Thanks PBR for letting us drop in
on your place this year, then we headed back to where it started,
Main Street.
Here there was chili and other food for all that wanted,
the chili was great, thanks Bob. So when the weather warms up
and you are out and about drop in on these places. And yes these
places are always biker friendly.
Thanks to all the hardy souls that participated in this
year’s polar bear run. Doesn’t make a difference if you were in
a car or on a bike, thanks for being there!!! Bob said he wants
to keep this tradition going. As long as we have bikes to ride,
and the weather permits this run will stay a tradition. Thanks
to owners of Main Street Saloon, Fountain Tavern, The Corner
Pub, and PBR. Thank you from all of us, this event would not
happen if it wasn’t for you letting us stop by and warm up. See
all of you again soon.

February Newsletter 2009
www.chariotsoffirecustoms.com

NO GREY AREA
Those of you that know Jan personally know his philosophy when working on bikes. “It’s either
right or it’s wrong. No bike leaves my shop unless it is right. There is no grey area!” That is his
philosophy. Jan has commissioned his son Jake to build him a bike that reflects this philosophy.
Come see Jake’s latest creation at the Wide Open Motorcycle Show on February 14 & 15. Sat. 10am10pm, Sun. 10am-5pm.
SALE
Brrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr it’s cold outside! Time to put all the winter gear on sale. 25% off All in stock jackets,
chaps, overpants, vests, gloves, neoprene face masks, beanie hats, hats, bandanas, long sleeve shirts
while supplies last (excludes hoodies). Also leather purses and tool pouches. (No special order items
this time around)

20% Off Metzler Tires
WHAT’S NEW
February 6, 7, & 8 Jan & Reine and all staff members are going to the V-Twin Expo to answer that
very question. We will be checking out all the latest news and updates in the V-Twin world so we can
bring back the latest technology for all of you, our loyal customers. Sorry, the shop will be closed that
Friday & Saturday.
We will also be closed on Saturday, February 14 as we will all be at the Wide Open Show. Sorry for
any inconvenience this may cause. There are five dollar off coupons here at the shop. Stop by and
pick one up, while supply lasts.
CONSIGNMENT BIKE’S IN OUR NEW SHOWROOM
1996 Road King $6,800.00
1987 Sporster $5,800.00
2006 Road Glide $15,900.00
2003 Custom Softail $11,500.00
1997 Road King $12,500.00
2005 Sporster 883 $7,300.00
2004 Heritage Softail Classic $14,950.00
2008 Custom Bobber “A Proper Throne” $14,000.00
2006 Custom Chopper $24,000.00
All consignment bikes are clean and well maintained.
Call or stop by for more information on each bike 636-356-9015
Custom is in our name, Quality is in our product, Service is our reputation
Keep the Shiny Side Up
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A BIG New Motorcycle Dealer
In St Charles
By Kathleen Haverstick

out Big St. Charles where all makes & models are
available with easy financing. In addition to HarleyDavidson, they are also dealers for Honda, Kawasaki,
Suzuki and Yamaha. Being the Harley girl l am, the
The location may be familiar and the building may 2009 Street Glide Chris & Brad were showing me,
look similar on the outside, but once inside, the new was making me crazy with the reality of riding that
attitude and new ownership is immediately apparent. bike this year. I left with a smile on my face and a
On Sept. 17, 2008 a father & son team, Brad and Allen dream in my head knowing that I can turn that dream
Holzhauer opened Big St. Charles Motor Sports into the real thing.
at hwy I-70 at the Cave Springs exit in St. Charles,
MO. Big plans are being made here in St. Charles and
you can feel it the minute you walk inside the newly
remodeled building. The service department was the
first to move to a larger space to accommodate the
100% increase in mechanics. When the remodeling is
completed, the showroom floor space will be enlarged
to display the expanded selection of bikes, accessories
and apparel items available along with more space for
the increased sales staff.
Girls check it out, February 10 St. Charles H-D is
having a Garage Party to introduce women to the
world of motorcycles, not just riding as a passenger
but taking control of the handlebars. And really girls,
isn’t that what it’s all about, control. Some of my best
girls friends ride and l am always green with envy.
When people see that it is a woman behind those bars,
it is totally cool.

If you want a new ride this year, you better check

You can register for this Garage Party at the dealership
or you can check out the web site. What a Valentine
continued on page 18
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Day gift to your man when you tell him, “Hey honey
I just brought my own motorcycle today”. You will
blow him away.

Big T’s Last Ride
by Killer Miller
Big St. Charles has an excellent service and repair
dept. run by Tom Plager. Tom may already be familiar
to you Harley riders from his years of excellent
service at another local dealer prior to joining St
Charles Harley-Davidson. He and his well trained
and certified staff of mechanics have over 100 years
of experience, so you will be back on the road sooner
when it comes time to service your bike.
Big St. Charles will be hosting an array of party’s
and special events this year. In addition to their own
events, they are also big supporters of the local HOG
and GWRRA chapter events. Be ready to be totally
blown away at what they have in mind for the best
riding season of 2009. Check their web site for more
information on the Daytona 500 weekend on February
13-15 where they will have big screens installed to
view the race on Sunday. Then in March, stop back on
Friday the 20th to meet the Yamaha Supercross stars
before the race on Saturday. For the Harley riders
don’t miss the big party for the Missouri State HOG
Rally later in the year.
For more information go to their web sites.
www.bigstcharlesmotorsports.com and
www.stcharlesharleydavidson.com

Didn’t see yourself in the magazine well
maybe you are in some of our online
pictures at www.thebikinglife.com

A lot of what we bring you in this magazine is because we want
too. It is what we love to do , and we really dig seeing all our
readers. Sometimes though there is stuff you have to go to and
sometimes this sucks. This was the case with the funeral of Big
Tee president of the Ghost Doggs MC of St. Louis MO. He was
an all around good guy, The reason this sucked more than normal
is because of the circumstances, you see Big T was murdered. I
don’t care who you are but to be gunned down by lowlife scum
sucking punks who try to jack your car. Then shoot you in the
back after you have given them the keys is wrong and it sucks.
But because we honor the fallen, especially those who do good
in their hood I went up on a very cold sat morn to join in the
processional to the Emanuel Temple church from the club house
on Locust to cover the remembrance of the leader of the Ghost
Doggs. Bullfrog from the Social Riders helped coordinate the
event. There were urban riders from all over the St. Louis and
metro area and some like the Gunslingers, and State Burners
from as far away as Indiana and Kentucky. A lot rode, some
drove but all were there to fill the church and give due respect to
the Big T. From all the stories told he was a gentle giant among
his friends and family both in the mc community and outside
who never had a hard word for anyone unless they deserved it
I am sure he will be remembered as long as there are Ghost
Doggs. And all who know of him will speak well of his name, in
peace and respect to all those who lead the biking life Killer
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machine and readily troubleshoot it. They also can perform
some small tweaks and in most cases help you gain either
some torque or some horsepower without spending a lot
of money. Speaking of horsepower, do you ever wonder
how many horses your engine is putting out? Well, this is
the place to find out. You need to visit this shop; you may
enter a stranger, but you’ll leave a friend.

Metro Cycles a Mix of Old and New
By Jim Furey
While there are a lot of cool looking street bikes and there
are some very sharp custom bikes on the streets, in my
opinion, you cannot beat the classic good looks of this
1959 Panhead FLH Harley-Davidson. Nor can the classic
good looks of the young lady who was kind enough to
model for us on this shoot, Messina Staley, be beat!
This bike is owned by Gary Scott, who along with his
wife Jules, are the owners of one of the metro east’s
fastest growing shops, Metro Cycles. Their shop, located
in the historic district of Belleville, exemplifies the
neighborhood’s mix with both old, as shown by the home
on the cover as well as the FLH, and new, represented
by buildings like the shop itself and some of the sweet
customs they are currently working on.
The shop located at 610 Mascoutah Avenue always has
bikes on the tables whenever I stop in. They are your onestop motorcycle shop. They will work on anything you
bring into them. Their talented mechanics are top of the
line and are led by Jason Clasquin, who in addition to
being a well known builder in the area, is also a certified
Dynojet technician. But wait, there’s more, and it is
certainly something that should be sure to be mentioned!
The latest addition to this shop is their brand new Dynojet
seen in the accompanying photos.
This gives them the ability to load your bike on the

When you visit the shop, you may be able to get a close-up
view of the Panhead FLH. This bike is still purely stock,
and it is true to it’s origins in both paint scheme and parts.
It has taken home hardware at many shows and as you can
see is a real looker, not to mention a great ride. In fact it
took third place at our Gypsy Rendezvous Show. When an
awesome bike like this takes third place, it goes to show
the level of competition at our shows.
We can only show a few pictures here. To see more of this
bike via your computer, you can visit www.metrocyclesinc.
com for more shots we took on this day, plus shots the
proud owners already had. I also thank Messina and her
parents for the time they spent with us on this shoot. If
Messina looks familiar to you, then you are probably
recognizing her as one of the Guess Jeans girls. Her mom,
also a looker, hooked us up with her and we appreciate it.
I hope to see you at Metro Cycles.
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A Tip of Our Hats to Tip Top
by Joy Furey

to enjoy the evening with them!
The proprietor of this awesome casual dining establishment,
Djordie “George” Korac was on site. He spent his time
helping out in the kitchen and treating all who entered as
part of his family. This unique restaurant is located at 2501
South 9th Street. They can also be visited on the web at
www.tiptopinsoulard.com.
I can’t tell you how much I enjoyed Tip Top Food and
Spirits. I never guessed that places like this existed
anywhere except on television! When you have a chance
to go, please mention The Biking Life recommended it
and ENJOY!

I’m not a winter person and it was COLD outside, but Jim
talked me into going to Soulard for dinner on a Friday
night. We arrived at Tip Top Food and Spirits located on
the corner of 9th and Victor. This location is just a block
off the parade route which you may want to remember
for future reference. The brick facade of Tip Top hides a
quirky establishment with excellent food, full bar service
and super friendly people!
Upon entering the door, we found ourselves in a space with
6 or 7 tables and a bar with maybe 6 or so bar stools. We sat
and looked at the menus while our drinks were prepared by
our bartender/server, Amanda, who was very personable
and efficient. The menu had an interesting variety of food
including some Serbian selections. For those of us who are
not the least adventurous, the menu included hamburgers,
fried chicken and the like as well. There were a couple of
specials available that night and I ordered one, a 24-ounce
T-Bone steak, while Jim ordered the other, a rack of ribs.
Holy cow, a 24-ounce steak is big! It was also done just
as I had ordered. YUM! I gave Jim bites of my steak and
he reciprocated with what were the best ribs I believe I’ve
ever tasted! We can also recommend the Serbian salad and
RoRo’s smashed potatoes.
You may be thinking, wow, that sounds like it’s a really
small place-I know I did until Jim said we were going to
look around. He showed me their enclosed outdoor room
which had a number of tables for dining when the weather
is warmer. Then, he took me upstairs. To my surprise,
there is another full bar upstairs with two additional rooms
with seating for dining and/or imbibing. There was quite
the party atmosphere up there. We were welcomed by the
crowd, none of whom we knew. How surprising to find
a place in a city where everyone is so comfortable and
having such a good time, they welcome you in and ask you
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A Holiday Party at The H-D Museum
By John Skala
It is amazing how far some people are willing to
drive for a free Christmas party. When I received
an invitation to the first holiday party at the HarleyDavidson museum in Milwaukee, I called Jim and we
planned a road trip. While I have been to the museum
a couple times before, this was Jim’s first trip. The
drive up was uneventful, but the 400 mile trip took
a while and it quite colder when we got there. The
party was a museum member only event; however
members were allowed to bring a guest. The last
count I heard was that there were over 1,500 people
in attendance. The party was spread across all three
building in the museum complex. The main focus of
course was the museum that was open until 11:00
PM.

saying there was cheese and sausage; we were
in Wisconsin after all. Along with that, they served
veggies and dip and a variety of fresh baked cookies.
It was there that we ran into a gentleman with a
Bourbeuse Valley shirt. I asked if he was from St
Louis, but he said he was from the Milwaukee area.
He bought the shirt while on a visit to Branson.
After sampling the food and beverages in that area,
it was back through the museum to the restaurant/
shop building to the south. They were showing old
motorcycle videos on the large screen while we dined
on pulled pork mini-sandwiches, potato pancakes and
hot pretzels. After we had eaten our fill, we headed
downstairs to the gift shop for special discounts and
the first access to limited addition items.
What would Christmas be without a picture with
Santa? We ran into a couple of young ladies from
the university, Melissa and Danielle, when they were
having their picture taken with Santa on a vintage
Harley.

To the west, in the archives building was the garage
party. There was a presentation of dueling piano
players playing requests from the crowd. After the
situation at the 100th anniversary, it was decided that

A usual, at any party put on by the motor company;
everyone had a great time and enjoyed some really
nice looking bikes. I give many kudos to museum
director, Stacey Schiesl, membership manager,
Pam Koch and all the people at the museum for an
excellent party.
If you would like more information on the museum
check out the September 2008 issue and the photos
on the Internet at www.thebikinglife.com.
there would be no Elton John played. While enjoying
the music, we were treated to traditional party snacks
and samples of local wines and beers. It goes without
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end of its whitewall tire, that is
smartly covered by a heavily
modified, Heritage front fender
this bike is just to cool to be in
any school. Well other than the
school that lets girls dress like
Amber is in these shots. The
old iron breather thru a S & S
carburetor and fuel is mixed
around by Andrews cams.

Too Cool For Skool Sporty

By Killer Miller

True to old school kool a sporty like it used to be.
Some styles never get stale like the naughty school
girl look on a hot chic, or a slammed rigid bare bones
sporty chopper. These things never go out of fashion.
They are easy to recognize as class from a mile away
and thus it is with Jim’s rigid 1977 XLCH. He is the
original owner and he has chopped it over the years as
money and time have allowed. To my thinking some
things are just cool and old Ironheads are near the top
of that list.

The mixture is fired by a
Mallory ignition set alight by a
boot attacking the pedal of the
kickstarter. That is right this is
a kick only ride sort of like its
own anti-theft device. So you better man up, if you
are going to ride this bad boy because it takes a knack
to make it go. The bad gases are expelled thru a set of
wrapped Santees from the same era as the bike itself.
The seat is solo. The controls are extended 2 inches to
make the rider a little more comfortable as he is of the
tall drink of water. The bars like the pipes are drag and
the short mirrors and speedo keep it as legal as it can
be. Of course you have the traditional small headlight
and side mount taillight but what else could there be.
The frame is black powder coat and the metal is high
gloss black just to keep it so true to old skool Killer
down the road.

I am sorry , while the EVO may be more reliable, the
old iron motor just looks better than any block motor
around. I guess that is why they are still popular and
still available for a song. They are still running strong
today as they have been for fifty years.
From the tip of its DNA springer front end, clear to the

Have you missed some issues well all
our previous issues are online.
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restaurants. We set our own rules, we are not dictated to.
Ron was excited by the prospect, so we chose a date.

A Fun Ride for Five Years
By Jim Furey
It didn’t seem like it could hardly be possible, I checked
the calendar again. It was true The Biking Life had been
around for five years. Many people’s dream don’t last that
long when they start a business. They pour all of their
resources into it, their sweat, their money and their time,
lots of time and despite their best efforts, five years is an
unattainable plateau. I have done all these same things but
for whatever reason you have embraced us and supported
our advertisers and I wanted to thank you for your support
over the years but the question was how? So I started
thinking actually we had been kind of planning for some
of it, like getting stuff together to give you for the past
year but what kind of event should we have, a bike show,
there are really a lot of them, and don’t most of us have
motorcycles to ride them not just to look at or to pose by
in a picture. So even though there are a lot of poker runs
we decided to have one of those with a twist.
I contacted Ron Cote, one of the founders of Show-Mes
and suggested a run that would visit several of the local
restaurants. Ron, like myself, is an entrepreneur who took
an idea and breathed life into it. He answers to no corporate
office, and no one has any control over how he runs his

We settled on August10th for our 5th Anniversary Party.
Though the true date is much closer to the beginning of
June but it took us a while to put the party together and
do it right. I thank Ron Cote and his staff at all the ShowMe’s we stopped at for doing a fantastic job in taking care
of all the riders. I wanted an event that would cater to all
the areas we have readers. That is why we did a round
robin type poker run with multiple starting points. But I do
apologize to some of my Illinois brothers and sisters for
not being explicit about the need to bring a helmet because
the ride went through Missouri and Illinois.
Monty, Beth, Killer and Branda worked the signup at
the South County Show-Me’s, John Skala took care of
our fans from St Charles and points west and Joy, Alyssa
Newberry, Andrew and I handled the duties in Fairview
Heights, Illinois.

As is way too often the case I didn’t get to fully enjoy the
day but that is cool because this wasn’t about me. This
was about giving something back after all you have given
me. We did it make it to the Landing but as we were riding
down there we saw folks heading for Fairview so we didn’t
stay long.
It seemed like everyone enjoyed the ride although there
may have been some confusion on one of the routes. I thank
John Skala for his efforts in putting the route together.
When we got back to Show-Mes we were treated to some
excellent wings and I think everyone got their fill. I had
also arranged for a personal favorite of mine “Floodline”
to come out and play some of their southern flavored rock
for us.
I thank everyone who came out to support this ride. We had
a lot of fun and we raised, well really you donated about
$1200 that we gave to the Hartbauer/McBride Foundation.
Thanks to all who contributed. I know lets do it again next
year.
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An Inkling

This month’s tattoo was submitted by
the artist. It was done at After Hours
Tattooing by an artist known as Chief. I
think it is a unique piece and so worthy
of being shown off here. I hope you enjoy it. I cannot find info about the shop
but the artist is from Moscow Mills,

If you think your tattoo bellongs here
then send us a pic plus some text especially who did it to tats@thebikinglife.com

The Biking Life is always looking for
good salespeople and writers. You
get to meet the best people bikers
and have a lot of fun. We are the
number one publication in the region. If this Sounds like you please
give me (jim) a call (314) 322 - 7883
and lets grow together
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